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Learning Journey
We have had another busy and exciting
week in Rowan class with lots of excellent
learning taking place.
In English we have been comparing
characters and settings in a range of
fantasy stories. We have also been trying
hard to use noun phrases to describe some
of our own settings.
We are really enjoying our ‘Frozen’ topic and
in Science we have continued to learn about
some of the animals that live in the Polar
Regions. This week we found out how some
animals have special adaptations that help
them to survive in the Arctic.
In our Art lesson this week we discussed
the effect different colours had on us. We
talked about which colours made us happy or
calm or energetic. We explored the
different colours we might see in an Arctic
landscape and used paint and shaving foam
to recreate some of the colours and
patterns found in the Arctic.

Star Learners
Well done to Sofia and Bunty for
some excellent learning in PE
this week.
Sofia invented a great game
using just 4 pieces of equipment.
Bunty joined in all of the
throwing and catching activities
and managed to balance on one
leg for 2 minutes in our ‘personal
best’ challenge!

Next week we will be reading and
writing recounts in English.
In Maths we will be exploring the
properties of 2D shapes.
We will use our painted patterns to
create calm Arctic landscapes by adding
the shapes and lines we observe.
We will also begin making our ‘Frozen’
small worlds.
Information for Families
We are going to be making some
‘Frozen’ themed small worlds over the
next two weeks. If you have any spare
shoeboxes at home, these
would be
very useful for us.

